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Brief Communications

KIBRA Polymorphism Is Related to Enhanced Memory
and Elevated Hippocampal Processing
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Several studies have linked the KIBRA rs17070145 T polymorphism to superior episodic memory in healthy humans. One study investigated the effect of KIBRA on brain activation patterns (Papassotiropoulos et al., 2006) and observed increased hippocampal activation in
noncarriers of the T allele during retrieval. Noncarriers were interpreted to need more hippocampal activation to reach the same
performance level as T carriers. Using large behavioral (N ⫽ 2230) and fMRI (N ⫽ 83) samples, we replicated the KIBRA effect on episodic
memory performance, but found increased hippocampal activation in T carriers during episodic retrieval. There was no evidence of
compensatory brain activation in noncarriers within the hippocampal region. In the main fMRI sample, T carriers performed better than
noncarriers during scanning but, importantly, the difference in hippocampus activation remained after post hoc matching according to
performance, sex, and age (N ⫽ 64). These findings link enhanced memory performance in KIBRA T allele carriers to elevated hippocampal functioning, rather than to neural compensation in noncarriers.

Introduction
The heritability of human episodic memory is ⬃50% (McClearn
et al., 1997), but only a limited number of genes have consistently
been associated with memory performance (Koppel and Goldberg, 2009). The T allele of a common KIBRA (WW and C2
domain containing 1) C/T polymorphism (rs17070145) was first
linked to increased episodic memory performance in a genomewide association study and two independent replication samples
by Papassotiropoulos and colleagues (2006). In subsequent studies, the T allele has been associated with increased episodic memory performance (Bates et al., 2009; Preuschhof et al., 2010;
Vassos et al., 2010; but see Need et al., 2008).
Brain activation has been considered an important intermediate phenotype to extend and validate findings from behavioral
genetic studies (Green et al., 2008; Rasch et al., 2010). In the
original study by Papassotiropoulos et al. (2006), fMRI was used
to investigate brain activation in 15 T carriers and 15 noncarriers
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recruit hippocampal/medial-temporal lobe (MTL) regions during episodic memory retrieval, interpreted as noncarriers
needing relatively higher brain activation to reach the same performance level as T carriers.
A few other imaging genetics studies have shown increased
hippocampal activation during an episodic memory task in carriers of a genotype related to poorer memory (Huentelman et al.,
2007; Buchmann et al., 2008). However, in other studies, increased hippocampal/MTL activation has been reported for carriers of an allele associated with favorable memory (Hariri et al.,
2003; Egan et al., 2004; Bertolino et al., 2006; Hashimoto et al.,
2008), indicating elevated hippocampal functioning in carriers of
the allele associated with enhanced memory.
Rasch et al. (2010) recently called for fMRI studies with large
enough samples to study the impact of polymorphisms on hippocampal activation both in presence of performance differences
and in performance-matched groups. Following this suggestion,
we thoroughly examined the role of the KIBRA rs17070145 polymorphism on episodic memory performance and associated patterns of brain activity, with a primary focus on the hippocampal/
MTL region. We predicted superior memory performance for T
carriers. Of main interest was whether associated patterns of hippocampus fMRI BOLD activity would indicate elevated hippocampal functioning in T carriers or instead compensatory
mechanisms in noncarriers.

Materials and Methods
Behavioral study
Subjects. The behavioral data come from the Betula project, a longitudinal study on memory, health, and aging conducted in northern Sweden
(Nilsson et al., 1997). To maximize sample size, we used cognitive data
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Table 1. Demographics and mean cognitive performance by T carrier status in the
behavioral sample (N ⴝ 2230)
Genotype

CC

CT/TT

Females/males
577/463
677/513
Age (SD)
58.6 (14)
58.2 (14)
Immediate free recall, composite 17.23 (4.7) 17.82 (4.4)
score (SD)
SPT, immediate free recall
8.51 (3.1)
8.55 (3.2)
SPT, delayed cued recall
9.87 (2.9)
9.98 (2.8)
VT, immediate free recall
4.82 (2.7)
4.93 (2.9)
VT, delayed cued recall
6.17 (3.3)
6.26 (3.4)
Block design score (SD)
26.4 (10.7) 26.8 (10.6)

Statistic

p

 (1) ⫽ 0.45
0.5
t(2228) ⫽ ⫺0.69 0.5
0.002
F(1,2226) ⫽ 9.24
2

F(1,2226) ⫽ 0.02
F(1,2225) ⫽ 1.01
F(1,2226) ⫽ 0.84
F(1,2226) ⫽ 0.34
F(1,2226) ⫽ 0.43

0.9
0.3
0.4
0.6
0.5

SPT, Subject performed task; VT, verbal task.

from a total of 2230 nondemented participants from the second wave of
data collection that occurred 1993–1995 (age range: 35– 85 years; for age,
sex and genotype frequencies, see Table 1). Subjects were randomly recruited from the population registry, and participants gave their informed consent according to the guidelines of the Swedish Research
Council. There were no significant differences between KIBRA genotypes
and number of apolipoprotein E (APOE) 4 alleles ( 2(4) ⫽ 3.44, p ⫽
0.49) or genotypes of catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) val158met
( 2(4) ⫽ 6.7, p ⫽ 0.15) and BDNF val66met ( 2(4) ⫽ 2.90, p ⫽ 0.57).
Neuropsychological testing. The main episodic memory variable used
was a composite score of four different tests of immediate free recall of
words. In each test, 12 words were read out loud to the subject (one word
every 2 s), and immediately afterwards, subjects were instructed to recall
the words verbally at the same pace, disregarding order. The four tests
differed in the presence of a concurrent card sorting task during (1)
encoding, (2) retrieval, (3) both encoding and retrieval, and (4) no distraction (Nyberg et al., 1997). Four additional episodic tasks were considered: immediate free recall and delayed category cued recall of subject
performed tasks and of verbal tasks (Nilsson et al., 1997). Finally, a visuospatial block design task was included. In this task, white and red cubes
were arranged to match a given two-dimensional figure outlined on
paper (Wechsler, 1981).
Statistics. ANCOVA using age and sex as covariates was used for analysis on the genotype level. All variables were normally distributed with
equal variance (Levene’s test of equality of error variances, p ⬎ 0.1).

Brain imaging study (functional MRI)
Subjects. The participants belong to a large-scale fMRI sample containing
a total of 376 individuals from the Betula project, for which longitudinal
cognitive data and KIBRA rs17070145 genotyping were available for 293
individuals (age range: 55– 80 years). The two youngest age cohorts, 55
and 60 years olds, were chosen for the main analysis. Sixteen participants
were excluded in a blind data review due to poor performance on the
scanner task (predefined as ⬍50% retrieval responses and/or 10 of 24
correct responses and/or misunderstanding the instructions), missing or
unreliable genotyping data, or technical problems. One subject showed a
strongly deviating hippocampus beta value during retrieval (⬎2 SD below mean). As the subject was also found to suffer from systemic lupus
erythematosus, the data was removed from the analysis as an outlier (CC
genotype). Based on results from between-genotypes post hoc analysis of
the behavioral data, we grouped individuals of CT and TT genotype for
the fMRI analysis (see Results, below). Analyses were performed on the
main sample of 83 55- to 60-year-olds as well as on a subsample of 64
participants, matched according to recall accuracy on the scanner task,
sex, and age, which resulted in the removal of 19 females from the larger
CT/TT group. For comparison, the same fMRI analysis was performed
on participants in the age range of 65–75 years. Table 2 contains
information on sex, age, and scanner task performance in the two
allele groups for the fMRI subsamples. There were no significant
differences in number of APOE 4 alleles or in genotype frequencies
of BDNF Val66Met and COMT Val158Met in any of the fMRI samples tested (Pearson  2, p ⬎ 0.1).
Scanner task. The episodic memory task used was a face–name pairedassociate task (adopted from Persson et al., 2011). A blocked design

Table 2. Age, sex, and fMRI task performance by T carrier status in the fMRI
samples
55- to 60-year55- to 60-year-olds
olds, matched
65- to 75-year(N ⫽ 83)
(N ⫽ 64)
olds (N ⫽ 113)
Genotype

CC

CT/TT

CC

CT/TT

CC

CT/TT

Females/males
Age
Names recalled
Response time (s)

12/20
57.50
15.44*
2.64

31/20
57.65
16.59*
2.56

12/20
57.50
15.44
2.64

12/20
57.50
15.53
2.61

26/25
69.02
14.41
2.65

36/26
69.68
14.37
2.66

*p ⫽ 0.05, one-tailed.

consisting of three conditions was used: encoding, retrieval, and control/
baseline. During encoding, face–name pairs were presented to the participants, who were instructed to memorize the name in association with
each face and press a button. During retrieval, the same faces were presented together with three letters, of which one corresponded to the first
letter in that face–name pair. Subjects were instructed to indicate the
corresponding letter by pressing a button and respond by guessing if the
name was forgotten. In the baseline condition, subjects fixated on a cross
presented in the center of the visual field and pressed a button with their
index finger as fast as possible whenever the cross was replaced with a
circle. Six blocks of encoding and retrieval and eight blocks of baseline
alternated throughout the experiment, each with a total length of 27.5 s.
Instructions were shown for 4 s before each new block. For each encoding
and retrieval block, four stimuli items were presented for 4 s, each with an
interstimulus interval varying between 1500 and 4500 ms. At baseline,
the circle was presented four times for 500 ms, with intervals varying
between 3000 and 6000 ms. The whole experiment lasted for ⬍10 min.
All subjects performed a 1 min practice version of the task immediately
before scanning until the instructions were properly understood. In
addition, all subjects were offered a chance to familiarize themselves
with the scanner environment in a 0T mock scanner before the fMRI
investigation.
Image acquisition. Functional magnetic resonance imaging was done
on a 3T GE scanner with a 32 channel head coil. A gradient echoplanar
imaging sequence was used with the following scanner parameters: repetition time, 2000 ms; echo time, 50 ms; flip angle, 80°; field of view, 25
cm. Thirty-seven transaxial slices with a thickness of 3.4 mm (0.5 mm
gap) were acquired. Ten dummy scans were collected to allow for equilibration of the fMRI signal. Stimuli were presented on a computer screen
seen by the participants through a tilted mirror attached to the head coil.
Responses were made on a response pad using the right index, middle,
and ring fingers. E-Prime (www.pstnet.com/eprime; Psychology Software Tools) was used for stimulus presentation and recording of responses. To reduce the scanner noise, headphones and earplugs were
used, and cushions in the coil reduced head movement.
Preprocessing and data analysis. Preprocessing of data files and data
analysis was performed in SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, London, UK) implemented in Matlab 7.8 (Mathworks).
Software developed in-house (DataZ) was used for batching and visualization of statistical maps and BOLD signal changes. Before statistical
analysis, all images were preprocessed in the following steps: correction
for differences in slice acquisition timing within each volume, movement
correction by unwarping and realignment to the first image of each volume, normalization to the MNI standard template brain, and spatial
smoothing with an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. The potential problem of misalignment was considered using an alternative normalization
approach using diffeomorphic anatomical registration using exponentiated lie algebra (DARTEL). Here, a sample-specific template was created
from high-resolution T1-weighted images and each subject was nonlinearly normalized (using a high degree of deformation) to the template
followed by affine registration to the MNI template (Nyberg et al., 2010).
The first-order analyses were set up by including the experimental
conditions as regressors of interest in the general linear model, convolved
with the hemodynamic response function. Six realignment parameters
were included as covariates of no interest to account for movement artifacts. Group analyses were based on a random-effects model. Because of
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our a priori hypothesis of differential activation within the hippocampal
region, we used a statistical threshold of p ⬍ 0.01 uncorrected for multiple comparisons as the level of significance within this area. At a power of
0.80 and an uncorrected alpha level of 0.05, 35 ⫹ 55 subject is sufficient
for an effect size of the current main imaging finding (d ⫽ 0.62). A small
volume correction would require 156 ⫹ 250 subjects (G*Power 3.1.2.).
Outside the MTL region, a statistical threshold of p ⬍ 0.05, FWE corrected was used.
Genotyping. Genomic DNA was isolated from samples of whole blood
and diluted to 2.5–5.0 ng/l. Genotyping was performed using the Sequenom iPLEX gold assay and MassARRAY MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry platform in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
Primers for PCR amplification (5⬘-ACGTTGGATGAGGCTGTGGAAT
CTCTTGAC-3⬘ and 5⬘-ACGTTGGATGCCAGCTGCTCCTTGATCCT3⬘), unextendend primer (5⬘-CTAAAGCTCAGGAACAGTT-3⬘) and
extension primers (5⬘-CTAAAGCTCAGGAACAGTTA-3⬘ and 5⬘-CTAA
AGCTCAGGAACAGTTG-3⬘) were designed using the Sequenom MassARRAY System Designer software.
A total of 51 additional single-nucleotide polymorphisms that were
not analyzed within this study were genotyped on the same platform.
Individuals with sample call rate ⬍0.9 or indications of genotyping errors
were excluded. The genotypic distribution of KIBRA rs17070145 did not
deviate significantly from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in the behavioral sample (p ⬎ 0.001, exact test, PLINK toolbox). Genotype counts of
all samples were as follows: behavioral sample: 1040 CC, 932 CT, and 258
TT genotype; fMRI sample, 55- to 60-year-olds, unmatched: 32 CC, 41
CT, and 10 TT genotype; fMRI sample, 55- to 60-year-olds, matched: 32
CC, 27 CT, and 5 TT genotype; fMRI sample, 65- to 75-year-olds: 51 CC,
50 TC, and 12 TT genotype.

Results
Behavioral results
After controlling for age and sex, there was a significant effect of
KIBRA genotype on the composite measure of immediate free
recall of words (F(2,2225) ⫽ 4.82, p ⫽ 0.008, two-tailed; age covariate: F(1,2225) ⫽ 827, p ⬍ 0.001; sex covariate: F(1,2225) ⫽ 55.5, p ⬍
0.001). Post hoc testing revealed a significant difference between
CC genotype and each of the other two genotypes (CT and TT,
p ⬍ 0.05, Bonferroni corrected), whereas the difference between
CT and TT genotype were not significant (p ⬎ 0.1). Based on
these results and in agreement with previous studies (Papassotiropoulos et al., 2006), we assumed a recessive model of inheritance and grouped carriers of the T allele for subsequent analyses.
Here, a main effect of T allele status was observed on immediate
free recall (␤ ⫽ 0.502, F(1,2226) ⫽ 9.24, p ⫽ 0.002, two-tailed;
Table 1). On immediate recall, there was a significant interaction
of KIBRA with age (p ⬍ 0.05, larger effect with increased age) but
not with sex. No significant effect of KIBRA genotype was seen on
any of the other cognitive variables (p ⬎ 0.1; Table 1), although a
trend in the same direction was seen for all cognitive tasks. Finally, in the younger main fMRI sample of 83 participants, the
scanner task performance was significantly higher in T carriers,
but no such effect was seen in the older group (Table 2). The
Pearson correlation between performance on the immediate
word recall composite and the scanner face–name task was 0.217
(p ⬍ 0.05) in the fMRI sample.
Brain imaging results
We examined the effect of KIBRA on hippocampal/MTL fMRI
activation during episodic encoding and retrieval in the main
sample (age range: 55– 60 years; N ⫽ 83). First, we attempted to
replicate the finding of higher retrieval activity for noncarriers of
the T allele (Papassotiropoulos et al., 2006), but this contrast
(CC ⬎ CT/TT) did not reveal any significant results in the hippocampal/MTL region even at a very liberal threshold (p ⬍ 0.05,

Figure 1. a, Increased right hippocampal activation in KIBRA rs17070145 T allele carriers
(CT/TT genotype) relative to noncarriers (CC) during retrieval. b, Percentage signal change in
local maximum of right (x, y, z ⫽ 36, ⫺28, ⫺10) and left (x, y, z ⫽ ⫺16, ⫺34, ⫺2) hippocampus (HC). a, b, Matched groups (N ⫽ 64).

uncorrected). Instead, when testing the opposite contrast (CT/
TT ⬎ CC), higher hippocampal/MTL activity was observed for T
carriers compared with noncarriers, with local maximum in the
right hippocampus (36, ⫺28, ⫺10; t ⫽ 2.80, k ⫽ 26, p ⫽ 0.003).
The fMRI signal change in this cluster correlated with response
time (RT) (Pearson correlation ⫽ ⫺0.242, p ⫽ 0.027; i.e., faster
response time correlated positively with increased fMRI signal
change) but not with recall accuracy (p ⬎ 0.1). There was also a
negative relation between recall accuracy and RT (r ⫽ ⫺0.428,
p ⬍ 0.001; i.e., higher accuracy with faster response).
Second, to control for performance differences between genotypes, we performed the same analyses on the matched subgroup
(N ⫽ 64). Vastly similar hippocampal group differences were
seen as for the main sample [local maxima in the right (x, y, z ⫽
36, ⫺28, ⫺10), t ⫽ 3.14, p ⫽ 0.0013 (Fig. 1) and left (x, y, z ⫽
⫺16, ⫺34, ⫺2), t ⫽ 2.61, p ⫽ 0.0056 (Fig. 1b) hippocampus].
Moreover, analyses done with the complementary normalization
method (DARTEL; see Materials and Methods, above) revealed
the same basic fMRI results.
No significant group differences were observed in the hippocampal/MTL region during encoding, and there were no
group differences in brain activation outside the hippocampal
region during encoding or retrieval. Finally, in the older subsample (65–75 years old), we performed similar analyses and
observed no group differences in the hippocampal region during
encoding or retrieval.

Discussion
We used large-scale behavioral and functional MRI to study
memory performance and hippocampal activation in relation to
the KIBRA C/T polymorphism (rs17070145). Behaviorally, we
confirmed previous findings of increased episodic memory performance in KIBRA T carriers (Papassotiropoulos et al., 2006;
Bates et al., 2009; Preuschhof et al., 2010; Vassos et al., 2010). For
the brain imaging data, Papassotiropoulos et al. (2006) reported
enhanced hippocampal activation in noncarriers of the T allele,
but here, a genotype effect on hippocampal activation was seen in
the opposite direction. Critically, the same basic result was evident both when genotypes differed in memory performance and
in subgroups matched for scanner task performance.
The reason for the discrepancy in hippocampus activity between studies is not clear, but it should be noted that the present
study included almost three times as many subjects and is both
older and geographically distant from the previous population
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(Papassotiropoulos et al., 2006). Furthermore, both studies involved scanner tasks taxing associative episodic memory, but the
present face–name cued recall task was likely more demanding
than the previous one, where items were repeated.
Numerous previous studies link hippocampus activation with
successful encoding and episodic remembering in healthy subjects (Eichenbaum et al., 2007). Specifically, higher hippocampal
activity during acquisition reflects more efficient memory encoding, and the degree of retrieval success relates to the magnitude of
hippocampus activity (Nyberg et al., 1996; Eldridge et al., 2000).
Here, increased hippocampal activation was related to faster response times during retrieval. Thus, the present observation of
higher hippocampus activity in T carriers suggests that the superiority of KIBRA T carriers in episodic memory is mediated
through improved hippocampal functioning.
It should be stressed that elevated hippocampal activity in T
carriers remained after controlling for performance differences.
Rasch et al. (2010) argued that this type of result might indicate
that the genetic effect on brain activation is not related to its effect
on memory functions, or alternatively that differences in hippocampus brain activity despite no performance differences
could be interpreted as reflecting deeper encoding/retrieval processing that does not immediately translate into performance
differences. In support of the latter view, there is much evidence
from imaging studies that increased hippocampal activation can
reflect more qualitative aspects of memory processing. Here,
group differences were seen at retrieval and, using the remember/
know paradigm, Eldridge et al. (2000) showed that hippocampus
activation is stronger when remembering is built on conscious
recollection of the encoded material compared with when subjects only experience a sense of familiarity. Further, Wais (2008)
found a positive relation between retrieval activation in hippocampus and memory strength, as measured with confidence
ratings. Thus, matching for performance does not eliminate all
differences between groups, but serves to verify that the results
are not driven by a difference in memory performance per se. The
stronger retrieval-related hippocampus activation in T carriers,
which was also seen when there were no performance differences,
possibly reflecting richer and/or stronger memories, may well
translate into a memory advantage over time.
We also investigated an older fMRI sample (age range: 65–75
years), but found no differences in hippocampal activation in
favor of any genotype, even though an effect of KIBRA on memory performance has been previously reported in older populations (Almeida et al., 2008; Schaper et al., 2008; Bates et al., 2009)
and was also seen in the present behavioral sample. As increased
hippocampal activation has been related to low performance in
healthy elderly subjects (Miller et al., 2008a) and to subsequent
cognitive decline in elderly subjects with mild cognitive impairment (Miller et al., 2008b), imaging results from this age group
might be affected by a relation of KIBRA with pathological aging
processes (Rodríguez-Rodríguez et al., 2009; Corneveaux, et al.,
2010).
At a cellular level, KIBRA is expressed in various brain areas,
including the hippocampus, where the protein is enriched in the
postsynaptic density (Johannsen et al., 2008). The KIBRA protein
has been linked to memory-related processes through interaction
with several postsynaptic proteins involved in synaptic plasticity
and induction of long-term potentiation, including dendrin, synaptopodin, and PKC molecules (Büther et al., 2004; Schneider et
al., 2010). Yoshihama et al. (2009) recently showed, in the mouse
hippocampus, that KIBRA colocalizes with PKM, the only
known molecule both necessary and sufficient for long-term po-
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tentiation maintenance (Sacktor, 2008), and this interaction was
suggested as the functional role of KIBRA in memory.
In conclusion, together with previous molecular findings, the
present results suggest that enhanced episodic memory function
in KIBRA T allele carriers is mediated through elevated hippocampal processing.
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